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Chart 2 
Group A, 37-Marker Level 
Entire R1b-M222 Group 

Generations to Include MRCA at 99% Probability 
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Irish R1b-M222 Section 
 

Overview 
  

The members of this group demonstrate a wide web of linkage over both 
clusters and including the unclustered participants.  Chart 2 above, although 
reduced below legibility to fit the space, gives an impression of this linkage web. 

 
R1b-M222 is a haplogroup defined in 2006.  A portion of the haplotype 

profile was identified as distinctive in February of 2006 by the Trinity College 
Dublin team of Moore, McEvoy, Cape, Simms and Bradley, who called it the Irish 
Modal Haplotype (IMH).2 From an examination of an array of e-published 
haplotype profiles, David Wilson developed a hypothesized extension of this 
modal haplotype in March 2006, which he called the Northwest Irish Modal 
Haplotype (NWIMH).14  R1b-M222 is the subclade of R1b that shows the derived 
state for the M222 SNP (i.e., shows positive for the M222 change).  The 
correlation of the NWIMH profile with this SNP was first proposed by Wilson, who 
had a sample of Y-DNA showing the NWIMH tested by EthnoAncestry for the 
M222 SNP, and announced the positive result in Mar 2006.15 Sims, Garvey & 
Ballantyne more formally demonstrated that R1b-M222 is differentiated by the 
derived state of M222 in a paper submitted in May and published in Aug 2006.16 

  
The R1b-M222 subclade has been found to be prevalent among subjects 

with surnames associated with the Uí Néill by Moore, McEvoy et al.,2 as well as 
among participants in various genetic genealogy projects who have surnames 
particularly associated with northwestern Ireland but also with lowland Scotland, 
while being relatively rare elsewhere, by Wilson3, and so is thought to have 
originated in Ireland.  It has not been established when it arose, but that event 
likely would have happened in the period 1,500 to 10,000 years ago.  The M222 
mutation most probably occurred in a man whose haplotype had already 
diverged significantly from the SWAMH.  Substantiation of this pre-existing 
divergence would be found if a cluster of haplotypes eventually turns up which is 
negative for M222 but approaches the NWIMH (R1b-M222 Modal Haplotype). 

 
The R1b-M222 profiles differ from the SWAMH in the values of all or most of 

nine particular markers out of the first 37 markers in the Family Tree DNA 
(FTDNA) sequence, plus two additional markers among these first 37 which are 
more variable but still of interest.  In these comparison charts, the columns for 
these nine distinctive markers are colored lavender (light purple).  The value 
boxes in these nine columns are colored turquoise (light blue) where the values 
are the more common and widespread SWAMH values, and peach (light pinkish 
tan) where the values are different (aberrant or anomalous) from either of the 
above.  For the additional two markers, only the value boxes are colored 
lavender, not the whole column, due to the variability of these markers, or 
turquoise or peach as appropriate.  See Chart 1 for the key to the complete color 
coding. 
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Group A: Mixed Breifne Surnames 

  
The Mixed Breifne Surnames Section is made up of 83 participants at the 

37-marker level or higher, representing 77 independent lineages and 27 
surnames.  O’Conor would not be a Breifne surname, but is included as a check 
because by tradition the major lineage it represents is of the same fifth-century 
origin as the lineages represented by many Breifne surnames.  A few of the 
singleton names may also not be Breifne surnames.  Seven participants at the 
25-marker level, representing seven independent McTiernan lineages, were also 
included to establish a 25-marker modal haplotype for the McTiernan version of 
this surname in this section, and to aid in determining the modal haplotype for the 
McKiernan version of the surname. 

Most of the participants in this section so far are Donohoes (18, representing 
13 independent lineages), McGoverns (14, also representing 13 lineages) and 
O’Reillys (seven, representing sevem lineages), with the Donohoes falling into 
three lines (plus two unassigned Donohoe participants), the McGoverns into two 
(plus two unassigned McGovern participants) and the O’Reillys into two.  There 
are a few (three to four each) McKiernans, McTiernans, Faughnans, 
McGoldrick/Goldens, Clancys and O’Conors, and 17 other surnames with a 
single representative each.  Charts 2-4 below show the names and origins of the 
members of this section. 

The members of this section have been split into two main subgroups.  
Subgroup A1 has the SWAMH value of 11 at DYS 391 (Marker 4 in the FTDNA 
sequence) and Subgroup A2 has the aberrant value of 10 at that marker.  There 
are 48 individuals (including five at the 25-marker level) representing 18 
surnames in Subgroup A1, and 35 individuals (including one at the 25-marker 
level) representing 12 surnames in Subgroup A2. 

There are some other modal haplotypes which have been presented, such 
as the South Irish MH and the Colla Uais Dalriadic MH and the R1b-S28 MH, 
which also have the aberrant value of 10 at DYS 391, which FTDNA presents as 
a stable marker. These modal haplotypes have five to seven distinctive 
deviations from the SWAMH within the first 37 markers, and two of them (the 
CUDMH and the S28MH) have the aberrant value of 30 at DYS 449 (a faster-
moving marker) seen in the NWIMH.  Otherwise there is no overlap with the 
NWIMH in distinctive deviations from the SWAMH, suggesting a parallel mutation 
(or mutations) at DYS 391. 

With such a substantial number of different surnames involved, it would 
seem that the aberrant value at DYS 391 represents a mutation that occurred in 
a common male-line ancestor before the adoption of surnames in the area.  It 
may have been one additional step in the differentiation of the NWIMH from the 
SWAMH, to yield a NWI+1MH. 

Performing a search on Ysearch for matches to the modal haplotype with 
this mutation at DYS 391, allowing mismatches ≤4, resulted in 259 hits.  86 of 
these had DYS 391 = 10.  Of these 86, 72 indicated a country of origin of their 
male lines as follows: Ireland = 43, USA = 18, Scotland = 9, England = 2.  
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Assuming incidences similar to those in FTDNA’s “Recent Ancestral Origins”, 
where the number of male lines with origins in England are slightly more than 
twice those with origins in Scotland and approximately 70% greater than those 
with origins in Ireland, the bias toward Ireland here would be even greater in 
percentage terms.  The indication of an Irish origin for this modal haplotype is no 
surprise, since it is so close to the NWIMH.  There were 11 surnames 
(consolidating obvious variants) which occurred more than once (two to six 
times) and included 33 individuals. Of the 14 of these 33 who gave a town or 
county of male-line origin, four were placed in Breifne, two in adjoining Co. 
Monaghan and two (same surname) in a town in Virginia.  There were no other 
multiples.  The sample, however, is too small to infer a Breifne origin. 

 
  

Subgroup A1: Donohoe-McTiernan Cluster 
  

Chart 3 below shows the names and origins for the members of this cluster 
of the subgroup.  As can be seen, few of the Donohoes but most of the 
McTiernans can trace their lineages back to Breifne or adjoining portions of Co. 
Sligo.  One of the Donohoes and one of the McTiernans, unassigned in the last 
report, have been moved to the McKiernans in the A2 subgroup.   
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Chart 3 
Subroup A1 

Donohoe – McTiernan Cluster 
Names & Origins 
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The following charts, Charts 4 & 5, show all the coding for the participants 

belonging to this cluster, including indications of known family groups. 
 

 
 

Chart 4 
Subroup A1 

Donohoe – McTiernan Cluster, Part 1 
Coding 
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Chart 5 
Subroup A1 

Donohoe – McTiernan Cluster, Part 2 
Coding 

 
The following charts, Charts 6 & 7, show the Y-DNA profiles for all the Donohoe 
and McTiernan participants of this cluster whose results are in and who have 
tested at the 37-marker level or higher, plus five McTiernans who tested only to 
the 25-marker level. 
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Chart 6 
Subgroup A1 

Donohoe – McTiernan Cluster, Part 1 
Results & Patterns 
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Chart 7 
Subgroup A1 

Donohoe – McTiernan Cluster, Part 2 
Results & Patterns 
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The columns for the markers where the R1b-M222 modal haplotype (the 
NWIMH) value characteristically deviates from the SWAMH value are colored 
lavender/light purple.  These values will be referred to as the distinctive R1b-
M222 modal haplotype values.  The values entered in these columns are shown 
against that color if they are the R1b-M222MH values, against turquoise/light 
blue if they are the SWAMH values and against peach/light orange-tan if they are 
some other variant value.  The distinctive values for the R1b-M222MH in the first 
37 markers are seen in the columns for FTDNA Markers 2 (DYS 390), 6 (DYS 
385b), 11 (DYS 392), 20 (DYS 448), 21 (DYS 449), 23 & 24 (DYS 464b & 464c), 
30 (DYS 456) and 31 (DYS 607).  Two additional distinctive values are often 
seen for FTDNA Markers 34 & 35 (DYS CDYa & b), but often not; because of this 
variability the whole column is not colored lavender but only the box when the 
value there is the distinctive value. 

 
Donohoe Line Dnc-A1a is shown with no modal because the six participants 

represent only two independent families; there is no third independent family to 
justify a modal.  The evidence, however, suggests that this line deviates from 
each of the other two Donohoe lines at six markers, and that Dnc-A1b and Dnc-
A1c deviate from each other at five markers.  Deviating at this many markers 
brings up the question of whether they share a common Donnchadh eponym or 
whether they each descend from a different eponymous Donnchadh. 

  
The pattern of Donohoe Line Dnc-A1b resembles that of McTiernan Line 

Tgr-A1a more than it resembles either of the other two Donohoe lines in this 
cluster.  That suggests, as noted in the last report, that either these Donohoes 
may be a subclan of these McTiernans, or vice-versa, or both may be subclans 
of an unidentified clan. 

 
As mentioned above, the FTDNATiP calculator was used to get an estimate, 

at the 99% probability level, of the number of generations back to the most recent 
common male-line ancestor (GMRCA) of whichever two participants were being 
compared. Where there was a group of known relationship (a family group), one 
of the group was selected to represent the lineage in making the pairwise 
calculations.  This was the one closest to a modal haplotype of the family group, 
or if there were only two in the family group then the one with the strongest 
connections to the general group. 

   
The relationships, or links, of course varied in strength among the pairs 

being compared and were color coded accordingly.  Where the two in the pair 
are of different surnames, and there is no evidence of one belonging to a subclan 
of the line of the other, the value is sometimes less than it might otherwise be 
due to the assumption of a minimum of 26 generations of no common male-line 
ancestor being applied because of the difference in surnames. 

  
In Chart 8 below, it can be seen that the participants of this subgroup may 

be placed fairly well into four lines or core areas. 
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Chart 8 

Subroup A1, 37-Marker Level 
Donohoe – McTiernan Cluster 

Generations to Include MRCA at 99% Probability 
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Chart 9 
Subroup A1, 37-Marker Level 

Donohoe – McTiernan (as Donohoe) Cluster 
Generations to Include MRCA at 99% Probability 

 
Lines Dnc-A1a, Dnc-A1b and Dnc-A1c include Donohoes and Line Tgr-A1a 

includes McTiernans.  These Donohoe lines and the McTiernan line all display 
some interlinking with each other mostly at the weak (medium & light blue) levels 
but also with a few links at the moderate (green & yellow) levels.  If the 
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McTiernan line were treated as a Donohoe surname line there would be more 
moderate to very strong links with the three Donohoe lines, as can be seen in 
Chart 9.  The fifth “line”, Dnc-A1x Unassigned, shows a few weak links (with 
Lines Dnc-A1b and Dnc-A1c), but is placed here mainly because of the profile 
pattern and surname. 

 
From Chart 8 it can be seen that while Lines Dnc-A1a and Dnc-A1c show no 

links of moderate strength with each other, a member of each of them (whose 
profile is identical or closest to the line modal or the probable line modal) does 
show links of moderate strength with a member of Dnc-A1b, and each of these 
members shares a common male-line ancestor with a member of Dnc-A1b at the 
99% probability level within 40 generations or less, or about 900 A.D. or more 
recently.  As several eponymous ancestors of Breifne clans are known to have 
been born in the tenth century, it may be concluded that there is a good 
possibility that all three lines descend from the same eponymous Donnchadh. 

 
Chart 9 shows that if the McTiernan line is treated as though it were a 

Donohoe line the strong to very strong links with Dnc-A1b increase, and the 
strong to moderate links to Dnc-A1a and Dnc-A1c also increase.  Three 
Donohoes from Dnc-A1b and Dnc-A1c show strong links with several other 
surnames (Golden, Coyne, Clancy and Cullivan) when those surnames are 
treated as though they were Donohoes, but none of these other surnames share 
a pattern of deviations from NWIMH values with any of the Donohoe lines.  
Taking both the haplotype profiles and the strong links into account, as well as 
the good possibility that all three Donohoe lines may descend from the same 
eponymous Donnchadh, Tgr-A1a is likely to be a McTiernan subclan of the 
Donohoes, of the same branch as Donahue Line Dnc-A1b. 

 
 
  
 

Subgroup A1: Various Lineages 
  

Chart 10 below shows the names and origins for various members of this 
subgroup who are not yet assigned to a cluster.  Only about a third can trace 
their lineages back to Breifne or adjoining portions of Co. Sligo. 
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Chart 10 
Subroup A1 

Various Lineages 
Names & Origins 

 
 
The following charts, Charts 11 & 12, show all the coding for the various 

unclustered participants of Subgroup A1, including indications of known family 
groups. 
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Chart 11 
Subgroup A1 

Various Lineages, Part 1 
Coding 
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Chart 12 
Subgroup A1 

Various Lineages, Part 2 
Coding 

 
 
The following charts, Charts 13 & 14, show the Y-DNA profiles for all these 

various participants of Subgroup A1 yet unclustered whose results are in and 
who have tested at the 37-marker level or higher. 
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Chart 13 
Subgroup A1 

Various Lineages, Part 1 
Results & Patterns 
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Chart 14 
Subgroup A1 

Various Lineages, Part 2 
Results & Patterns 
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Chart 25 (GMRCA99 R5 A1&A2), showing the number of generations 

necessary to include the most recent common male-line ancestor, at the 99% 
probability level, has combined the unclustered various lineages from both 
Subgroup A1 and Subgroup A2.  This has been done because it is not clear how 
arbitrary the division of the group into the two subgroups is, to show that the 
members of these two groups do not fall clearly into to subgroups on the basis of 
linkages of various strengths, and to show that there are a variety of linkages 
among most of these participants both within and between the subgroups. Chart 
25 may be seen toward the end of the discussion on Subgroup A2. 

 
 
 
 

 


